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TOASTY TOES Instructions
ASSEMBLY/PLACEMENT: Use product with raised-pattern side facing out. There are three positions for use.
1. As a mat. Position the Toasty Toes flat on the floor, without attaching the base pieces.
2. As a Footrest. Turn the Toasty Toes upside down and place it flat on a surface with the cord protruding toward you. Turn one
foot upside down with the larger of the two keyhole slots away from you. Position it over one of the black knobbed protrusion
and slide it up to the middle of the slot. Repeat on the other side. Turn Toasty Toes right-side up and adjust the angle to your
preference.
3. As a vertical Heat Panel (feet will not be resting on it). Attach the feet as in option 2. Continue sliding each foot up until it locks
into the smaller of the two keyhole slots. Turn Toasty Toes right-side up and position it vertically near your feet.
Select OFF, FOOTREST (when choosing option 1 or 2) or HEAT PANEL (when choosing option 3) at your preference.
NOTE: “HEAT PANEL” position is a higher temperature, as your feet will not be in direct contact with the Toasty Toes.
CAUTION: Never place objects other than your feet on Toasty Toes, including household pets, cloth, chairs,
desks, etc… This could cause overheating or puncturing of the product.
CLEANING: Unplug unit and wipe with a damp cloth.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORY FOR TOASTY TOES:
“Foot Cozy” fleece cover. Snuggle your feet into this specially fitted soft cover for extra comfort. Designed
for use with Toasty Toes. Contact us for more details, or visit our website www.cozyproducts.com.

IMPORTANT: READ BEFORE USE

CAUTION: Toasty Toes is designed for use ONLY with 110/120 volt power supply such as USA and Canada. DO NOT use Toasty
Toes with 220/240 volt electric supply such as is common in UK, Europe & other countries outside the USA.
This appliance has a polarized plug. To reduce risk of electric shock, this plug is intended to fit in a polarized outlet one way.
If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician. Do not modify
the plug in any way.
Do not change the plug or use with any type of plug adapter.
WARRANTY: This product is warrantied against defects in materials and workmanship for a period of six months from the shipping date. At the option of Cozy Products,
we will either replace or repair the defective unit.
WARNING: Take care to determine prior to use whether this device is suitable, adequate or safe for the use intended. Since individual applications are subject to great
variation, the manufacturer makes no representation or warranty as to suitability or fitness of these devices for any specific application. While product includes an
overtemperature regulator, misuse may cause failure, damaging the product, mounting surface or work area. Use in a dry area; avoid exposure to moisture. Mount free
from materials that hinder the transfer of heat. Do not drape or cover product with any material except the optional FOOT COZY cover. Always allow heat to escape.
Protect from puncture. Turn off when not in use. Use caution as you would with any hot product, especially if you have any issues with loss of feeling in the areas affected
by the heat.
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